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SoundCloud is an online audio distribution platform and
music  sharing  website  that  enables  its  users  to  upload,
promote,  and  share  audio,  as  well  as  a  digital  signal
processor enabling listeners to stream audio. Founded in
2007 by Alexander Ljung and Eric Wahlforss, SoundCloud
has  grown  to  be  one  of  the  largest  music  streaming
services in the world and is available in 190 countries and
territories.[11]  Audience-wise,  there  are  over  76  million
active monthly  users,  with over  175 million global  users
that SoundCloud reaches, as of November 2021.[12] While
its competitors report having roughly 70 million tracks in
their  systems,  SoundCloud  has  over  300  million.[13]

SoundCloud offers both free and paid memberships on the
platform, available for mobile, desktop and Xbox devices.

SoundCloud  has  evolved  from  a  traditional  online
streaming  platform  to  an  entertainment  company  with
premium offerings, including advanced audience insights,
playlist  pitching  tools,  and  promotional  marketing
resources for its users. SoundCloud was the first streaming
service  to  adopt  and  implement  a  user-centric  payment
model for artists called fan-powered royalties. SoundCloud
has influenced the music industry through the success of
many  artists  who  have  used  the  service  to  launch  or
advance  their  careers,  such  as  XXXTentacion,[14] Billie
Eilish,[15] Juice Wrld,[16] Lil Peep, [17] Kehlani,[18] Chance
the  Rapper,  Marshmello,[19] Post  Malone,[20] Lorde,[21]

Khalid,[22] Kali Uchis,[23] Lil Uzi Vert,[24] Rico Nasty, Lil
Tecca,  Saweetie,  Suicideboys,  Alina  Baraz,  Lewis
Capaldi,[25] Towkio,  Louis  the  Child,  Lil  Yachty,  Doja
Cat,[26] Megan  Thee  Stallion,[27] Lotic,  Peggy  Gou,[28]

DaBaby, NLE Choppa, Bad Bunny,[29] Roddy Ricch, Rod
Wave,[30] and Chika.[31] SoundCloud has received support
from many investors and other media platforms such as
Twitter.[32][33] In Q3 of 2020, SoundCloud posted its first
profitable  quarter  with  double-digit  revenue  gains  and
substantially reduced operating losses.[34]
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URL soundcloud.com (http

s://soundcloud.com)

Registration Optional; Required to

post and upload

content.

Users +76 million users

monthly (November

2021)[8]

Launched October 2008

Written in Ruby,[9] Scala[10]

Alexander Ljung (2009)
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SoundCloud  was  established  in  Berlin  in  August  2007  by
Swedish  sound  designer  Alexander  Ljung  and  Swedish
electronic  musician  Eric  Wahlforss,  and  the  website  was
launched  in  October  2008.[35]  It  was  originally  intended  to
allow musicians to collaborate by facilitating the sharing and
discussion  of  recordings,  but  later  transformed  into  a
publishing tool for music distribution.[36] According to Wired
magazine,  soon  after  its  inception,  SoundCloud  began  to
challenge  the  dominance  of  Myspace  as  a  platform  for
musicians to distribute their music.[36]

In  April  2009,  SoundCloud  received  €2.5  million  Series  A  funding  from  Doughty  Hanson
Technology Ventures.[37]  In May 2010, SoundCloud announced it  had one million users.[37]  In
January 2011, it was reported that SoundCloud had raised US$10 million Series B funding from
Union Square Ventures and Index Ventures. On 15 June 2011, SoundCloud reported five million
registered users and investments from Ashton Kutcher and Guy Oseary's A-Grade Fund, and on 23
January 2012,  it  reported 10 million registered users.[38]  In May 2012,  it  was announced that
SoundCloud had 15 million users, and site usage was increasing by 1.5 million users per month.[39]

In  March  2014,  Twitter  announced  it  would  partner  with  SoundCloud  in  developing  its  first
integrated music app. However, the project never moved forward because SoundCloud was unable
to accommodate licensed music due to a lack of necessary arrangements with music labels.[40][41]

In July 2013, SoundCloud had 40 million registered users and new users were joining at 20 million
per month.[42]
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Alexander Ljung at Next10 (2010)

SoundCloud announced in January 2014 that it had commenced licensing negotiations with major
music companies to address the matter of unauthorized, copyrighted material regularly appearing
on the platform.[43] The announcement followed a round of funding in which US$60 million was
raised, resulting in a $700 million valuation.[41] According to media sources, the negotiations were
initiated in an attempt to avoid similar problems faced by Google, which had been forced to handle
a large number of take down notices on its YouTube video-sharing platform.[44]

In  May 2015,  it  was  reported  that  Twitter  was  considering  the  acquisition  of  SoundCloud for
approximately US$2 billion. However, the prospect of acquisition was discounted by the media,
with one report stating that "the numbers didn't add up",[45] and Bobby Owsinski hypothesizing on
the Forbes  website in July that SoundCloud's ongoing inability to secure deals with the major
music labels was the foremost culprit.[46]

On 28 September 2016, Spotify announced that it was in talks to buy SoundCloud,[47]  but on 8
December 2016, Spotify was reported to have abandoned its acquisition plans.[48]

In Spring 2017, SoundCloud initially faced being sold after not raising the $100 million needed to
support the platform.[49]  The initial evaluation of SoundCloud at $700 million did not hold as
strong to investors after their financial shortages.[49]

In  July  2017,  SoundCloud announced layoffs  and the  closure  of  two  of  its  five  offices  in  San
Francisco  and  London  in  an  effort  to  manage  costs.[50][51][52]  In  August  2017,  SoundCloud
announced it reached an agreement on a $169.5 million investment from The Raine Group and
Temasek.[53] In connection with the investment, veteran digital media operators Kerry Trainor and
Michael Weissman joined the SoundCloud team respectively as chief executive officer and Chief
Operating Officer.[53] Alexander Ljung and Eric Wahlforss remained with the company—Ljung as
chairman  of  the  board,  and  Wahlforss  as  Chief  Product  Officer  until  2019,  when  Wahlforss
transitioned into an advisory role.[54]

In May 2019, SoundCloud bought artist distribution platform
Repost Network.[55]

In January 2020,  a  US$75 million investment by Sirius XM
was announced.[56]

On 2 March 2021, SoundCloud announced a new pay model for
artists, entitled "fan-powered royalties", which went into effect
on  1  April  2021.[57]  Under  this  new  model,  royalties  come
directly  from  the  subscription  and  advertising  revenue  that
listeners  earn  for  SoundCloud,  instead  of  allotting  a  certain
portion of the total "pool" of revenue earned by SoundCloud to each artist based on streams. This
means that a fan who listens to more advertisements or pays for a SoundCloud Go subscription will
be more valuable to an artist,  supposedly benefiting smaller independent artists with fans who
listen to their music frequently.[58] SoundCloud claims that under fan-powered royalties, Canadian
electronic music producer Vincent's earnings would jump to US$600 a month, up from US$120 a
month under the pooled revenue model.[59][60] To commemorate this announcement, English trip
hop band Portishead released a cover of ABBA's 1975 song SOS exclusively on SoundCloud.[61]

Little  is  known  about  how  beneficial  fan-powered  royalties  have  been  for  artists,  beyond
SoundCloud's claims, over the traditional pooled royalties model, which most competing services
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such as Spotify continue to use.

In December 2021, SoundCloud Chief Financial Officer, Drew Wilson, said the company is "at the
doorsteps of break-even" and said the company expects to generate a net profit by 2023.[62]

In August 2014, SoundCloud announced a new program known as "On SoundCloud", which would
allow  "Premier"  partners  to  monetize  their  content  through  pre-roll  audio  ads,  channel
sponsorships,  mobile  display  ads,  and  native  content.  The  company  announced  deals  with  a
number of content partners (including Comedy Central and Funny or Die), independent labels, and
YouTube multi-channel networks, and that it was in "active and ongoing, advanced discussions"
with major record labels.[63]

In December 2014, it was reported that SoundCloud could potentially raise approximately US$150
million in new financing, resulting in a valuation surpassing one billion dollars. The major label
issue became prominent again when the new financing information was released, as the lack of
monetization was presented as an issue—SoundCloud signed an agreement with Warner  Music
Group as part of the new Premier program that allows both Warner Music, which also has a minor
stake in the company, and its publishing division to collect royalties for songs they have chosen to
monetize on the site; meanwhile, the other labels remained skeptical of the company's business
model.[64][65] By December 2014, SoundCloud had shared ad revenue with about 60 other Premier
Partners.[64][65]  Concerns  over  the  amount  of  revenue  from  the  program  led  Sony  Music
Entertainment  to  pull  its  content  from  the  service  entirely  in  May  2015.[66]  In  June  2015,
SoundCloud announced that it had reached a deal with the Merlin Network, a group representing
20,000  independent  record  labels,  to  monetize  their  content  through  the  Premier  partner
program.[67]

In January and March 2016, SoundCloud reached respective deals with Universal Music Group
and Sony Music Entertainment. A UMG spokesperson told The New York Times  that  the deal
would give the company an option to require certain content to be restricted to paid subscribers, a
statement suggesting that SoundCloud was preparing to launch its own subscription streaming
service.[68][69][70]

In February 2017, SoundCloud launched a mid-range subscription tier named SoundCloud Go, that
allows users to remove ads and listen offline for $US5 per month through the site.[71] The original
version, which was renamed to SoundCloud Go+, allows access to (at the time) over 150 million
songs,  offline playback,  no ads,  no previews, and premium music tracks for $US10 per month
through  the  site.[72][73]  Both  subscriptions  were  categorized  for  listeners,  with  separate
subscription services provided specifically for creators.

In May 2022, SoundCloud announced the company had acquired the Singapore based music AI
company Musiio, with the aims of increase features on the site such as discovery features.[74]

A new APN was released in December 2012 which improved mobile device support and added
features such as concurrent listening, site navigation, and the ability to create personal collections.

Monetization, subscription services

Platforms and features
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[39][75] At this time, SoundCloud was reported to be "reaching 180 million people per month", with
10 hours of content being uploaded per minute.[76]

SoundCloud offers two mobile app; the main SoundCloud app is oriented towards streaming, with
music discovery, playlist, and sharing features.[77] In November 2015, its separate app known as
SoundCloud Pulse  was  released for  Android and iOS;  it  is  primarily  oriented towards  content
creators,  allowing  users  to  upload  and  manage  their  uploads,  reply  to  comments,  and  view
statistics.[78] By the end of 2016, SoundCloud Pulse had over 100 million downloads.[79] In July
2020,  SoundCloud  introduced  Insights  into  its  mobile  app,  discontinuing  SoundCloud  Pulse.
Through the new Insights portal all users can see their top listener, top city, top country and top 50
tracks, while Pro Unlimited subscribers have access to their top 50 everything (listeners, cities,
countries, and tracks).[80]

In April 2017, Chromecast support was added to the main SoundCloud iOS app.[81]

SoundCloud has attempted to  create desktop clients  equivalent  to  their  mobile  applications to
compete  with  services  like  Spotify.  Although  there  are  many  community  third-party  desktop
applications such as SoundCleod[82] and SoundNode,[83] SoundCloud has never actually created a
desktop application equivalent to their mobile applications. In January 2011, SoundCloud released
"SoundCloud Desktop App for Mac" to the App Store for Macintosh, which introduced the playlist
feature to SoundCloud. The desktop application was later discontinued due to the lack of internal
resources.[84] In May 2017, SoundCloud released an application for Xbox One, which was set as the
basis for the beta desktop version to be released later that month. It was released only missing a
few features compared to the desktop beta,  mainly 'shuffle',  the ability to cast a song from an
external device, and the ability to go forward or backward in a playlist without using Cortana. All of
which were fixed in a patch that was released later on. On 30 May 2017, SoundCloud released the
"SoundCloud for Windows (Beta)" desktop application to the Windows 10 Microsoft Store (digital).
It was released missing many core features that were in SoundCloud's mobile apps such as 'repeat',
and basic animations. The app (as of 2020) has not been updated nor changed from its initial
release.[85][86]  In  2021,  Chromium-based platforms such as  Microsoft  Edge began support  for
websites to become applications. In SoundCloud's case, downloading "SoundCloud for Windows
(Beta)" from the digital Microsoft Store would showcase this feature. This feature is also available
for MacOS devices through Chromium-based platforms.

On 29 March 2016, SoundCloud unveiled SoundCloud Go, a subscription-based music streaming
service; the service provides an ad-free experience, offline playback, and integrates licensed music
from major  labels  into  the  existing,  user-uploaded content  of  the  service.[87]  Co-founder  Eric
Wahlforss stated that this aspect would help to differentiate SoundCloud Go from other music
streaming services such as Spotify and Apple Music, as it technically provides a larger total library
of songs than competing services, with a higher degree of diversity in its content. The Verge found
that, excluding existing content uploaded by users, the service's initial library of songs is smaller
than those of its closest competitors.[88][89]

The service was initially priced at US$10 per month. On 28 February 2017, SoundCloud renamed

Subscription services

SoundCloud Go
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its main Go plan SoundCloud Go+, adding a secondary tier titled SoundCloud Go at a US$5 price
point, which does not include the licensed music library but still offers ad-free and offline playback.
[87][90] SoundCloud Go+ offers mix tracks for certain DJ apps, has a complete catalogue, and has
256 kbit/s streaming.[91]

SoundCloud  offers  premium  services  for  musicians  under  the  banner  SoundCloud  Pro.  The
SoundCloud Pro service  allows users  to  upload up to  six  hours  of  audio,  and adds  additional
features  such  as  enhanced  analytics,  and  the  ability  to  disable  comments  on  tracks.  The  Pro
Unlimited tier allows unlimited uploads.[92]

SoundCloud won the Schroders Innovation Award at the 2011 European Tech Tour Awards Dinner.
[93][94] In 2012, SoundCloud was named Best International Startup at the TechCrunch Crunchies
award ceremony.[95] In 2015, SoundCloud won two Webby Awards, the Webby Award and People's
Choice Award for Best Streaming Audio app.[96]  In 2022,  several  SoundCloud executives were
named in Billboard Magazine's annual lists, including CEO Michael Weissman as a 2022 Billboard
Power Player,  CCMO Lauren Wirtzer-Seawood as  one of  the 2022 Top Women in Music,  and
General Counsel Antonious Porch and his team as 2022 Billboard Top Lawyers.

As  SoundCloud  evolved  and  expanded  beyond  its  initial  user  base,  consisting  primarily  of
grassroots musicians, many users complained that it had sacrificed its usefulness to independent
artists in an attempt to appeal to the masses, perhaps in preparation for public sale. Such criticism
particularly followed the launching of a revamped website in 2013 which, according to former CEO
Alexander Ljung, was implemented for the purpose of increasing SoundCloud usage.[97]

On 3 July  2014,  TorrentFreak reported that  SoundCloud offered unlimited removal  powers  to
certain copyright holders, allowing those copyright holders to unilaterally remove paid subscribers'
content without recourse.[98][99]

In April 2015, SoundCloud announced a new partnership with Zefr, a content tracking company
that works with YouTube to help identify songs on the platform and facilitate either takedowns or
ads being run against it.[100]

In July 2016, SoundCloud notified registered users via email that it would be "phasing out" groups
because they "were not a strong driver to help users share their  new tracks to the most users
effectively".[101] This announcement was met with alarm and concerned responses from numerous
artists, who deemed the change unacceptable because it would eliminate their only effective means
of sharing music on SoundCloud.[102]

SoundCloud Pro

Reception

Recognition

Criticism
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